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ON THE BLOG

THIRD ANNIVERSARY This summer DISH Women’s Network celebrated our third
anniversary at our Meridian Campus! The network launched in 2015 and is employee
founded and employee run. With over 1,400 members across our DISH enterprise family, the
network continues to focus on how we can empower women at DISH to become leaders.
Run by volunteers across 11 chapters, the network delivered over 60 events on our Meridian
campus this year alone. As we look at year four we are excited about the future of women
in tech and we are reminded of how much work is left to be done!
If you are interested in getting involved please email womensnetwork@dish.com.

DIVERSITY IS THE NEW BUSINESS “IMPERATIVE”
Check out how a CEO is using her empathy and executive power to drive change for
corporate America.
OVERSTOCK: PARITY PLEDGE
Learn about Overstock’s commitment to the creation of equal opportunities for the
advancement of women in leadership positions.
STITCH FIX: INVENTORY NIGHTMARE, OR THE PART-TIME FASHIONISTA/ PART-TIME WORKER’S DREAM
See how a CEO is normalizing women in the C-Suite and integrates women in technology
during the process.

WOMEN IN TECH WEEK
This new initiative was a huge success with over 500 registrants participating on campus at Meridian and virtually for our remote chapters! Here are the highlights from
our week!
CAROL HANSEN, CEO OF TATONKA CAPITAL Carol shared her story of being an entrepreneur starting her own business while also balancing life at home. The highlight of her talk was
about getting involved in non-profit organizations, and her involvement in Young Presidents’ Organization including heading the YPO Women’s Network. Through this work, Carol got an
opportunity to meet Sheryl Sandberg and be an advisor to her team in launching Lean In circles. She stresses the importance of having a support group of women to talk with and push each
other forward as we pursue equality in the workforce. Watch Carol’s talk on the Hop or on our website.
SHREYA NALLAPATI, FOUNDER OF #NEVERAGAINTECH At only 17 years old Shreya Nallapati is channeling her passion for tech into a platform to change society for the better. Her
group of over 200 girls in STEM is building an artificial intelligence program to help predict mass shootings. Using this platform, these girls are channeling their love for STEM into a real-world
tech platform. She also spoke about the need for girls to get involved in tech in elementary and middle school and urged the DWN membership to get involved locally by mentoring young girls.
Watch Shreya’s talk here on the Hop or on our website.
FRANNIE MATTHEWS, CEO OF COLORADO TECH ASSOCIATION Frannie talked about how technology can be used to create connections people may not otherwise see – for example,
IoT will be used to apply technology to improve people’s lives in ways that we haven’t event imagined yet. She also highlighted that we do not have to choose between a diverse workforce
and hiring the best talent… you must be intentional and put forth effort to hire for both. And as our workforce evolves, business and cultures must evolve too. This will be the key to innovation
and success! See Frannie’s talk here on the Hop or on our website.
INTRO TO CODING TRAINING Thanks to BeverlyAnne Torkelson for leading a great training on coding! The technology-driven world we live in calls for many different skills – coding
being one in high demand. If you weren’t able to attend this training, check out the training deck here! This deck includes an overview of coding and resources to help you learn code.
IOT RASPBERRY PI TRAINING Idiot Club Lab Operations team successfully conducted Raspberry Pi workshop during the Dish Women Network - Tech week in IoT Lab @ Meridian.
Participants learned about IoT during these hands-on classes with electronic devices and some programing to achieve the workshop goals. Thanks to our trainer, Diptal Dharia.
If you are not a member of Idiot club yet, become a part of it to learn more about Dish IoT. If you are interested in more workshops, you can find the upcoming events section here, which are
regularly conducted in the Meridian IoT Lab

NEWSLETTER
UPCOMING EVENTS
FIRST FRIDAY COFFEE Friday September 7th 7am-9am in the Café Event Room
What’s Making You Happy? Are you learning something new? Listening to the best podcast ever? Did you just get a brand new puppy? Join us for First Friday coffee (and bagels), we want to
know all about it!
MINDFULNESS AND ENTREPRENUERSHIP SESSION Thursday, September 13th 12-1pm in Mountain View
Join DWN for a unique session with YouTube & Instagram star Kristina Carrillo-Bucaram. Kristina is the founder and creator of FullyRaw and will speak about her journey as an entrepreneur,
how she uses healthy habits to balance her life, and will share her insights on growing a digital platform. Sign up here
TRAINING TUESDAY: NAVIGATING NEGOTIATIONS Tuesday, September 18th 12pm-1pm in Mt. Elbert
Join Cindi Fukami from the University of Denver Daniels College of Business in our next Training Tuesday series: Navigating Negotiations. Negotiation skills are important for both informal
day-to-day tasks, and more formal interactions. In this training, you’ll learn best practices for negotiating in the workplace, and how to be more effective when communicating your stance
on a given subject. Not able to make the training in person? No worries! We will be filming the event and sharing it with all of our members afterwards. Sign up here
NEW THIS MONTH!
Watch our speakers REMOTE! By using the DISH Vue platform. Sales Training and Support has partnered with DWN to offer an improved remote streaming experience for our DWN members
across the country. For our speakers, sign up for the “remote” ticket on WebEx and we will send you the link in advance to watch these great speakers anywhere you are. We will also post
the recordings of the speakers to the Hop and the website.

AWARD WINNERS AND NOMINEE LIST
Each year the Meridian Chapter of DWN votes on leaders who are exemplifying the DISH Women’s Network and recognizes these leaders at our annual anniversary celebration. These
awards provide us with an opportunity to nominate our peers for their outstanding contributions to our company and for leading the way for women in tech. Please join us in congratulating
our 2018 winners and the fantastic list of nominees for our 2018 awards.

Amber Ross
Christine Bendahmane
Nancy Perales
Paige Anderson
Tosha Zeitlin

www.DISHwomensnetwork.com

Angela Schwieghardt
Ashlea McMahel
Brook Wampole
Carrie Million
Dana McLeod
Erika Sandoval
Jessica Palframan
Kassidi Rhondin
Kate Landow
Martine Mendralla

dishwomensnetwork

Nicole Preston
Perla Sosa
Sabrina Szymczak
Shalini Parchuri
Stephanie Jacobs

Alison Moy
Annicka Stevens
Karen Modlin
Kyler Turnbull
Liz Riemersma
Michelle Calkins
Michelle Wimmer
Nicole Miller
Patti Fries
Renae Fultz

linkedin.com/company/dwn/

Sarah Allen
Vandana Murria

ALLY OF THE YEAR NOMINEES

ALLY OF THE YEAR
JEREMY VAN ESSEN
Jeremy is a senior manager in IT who also
serves as the IT liaison in the DISH Women’s
Network Liaison program. Jeremy sat on
the first Ally panel and shared tangible ways
to impact diversity at DISH. Jeremy is truly
an ally working to empower women in the
workplace.

TRAILBLAZER NOMINEES

WOMAN TO WATCH
XIXI HUA
Xi is recognized as a talented programmer
who takes initiative to challenge herself and
her teams. As a Product Owner in the DISH
Product Department, Xi is known for her
ability to keep teams aligned, motivated,
and inspired. By taking on new roles and
challenges, she pushes herself to grow and
is surely a woman to watch at DISH.

WOMEN TO WATCH NOMINEES

TRAILBLAZER
KRISTEN MACHEMER
Starting as a software developer and now
as a Technical Product Owner within DISH
Technologies, Kristin’s career at DISH spans
20 years. Kristin is known as a strong leader
in her ability to stand up for her teams and
navigate change effectively.

MENTOR OF THE YEAR NOMINEES

MENTOR OF THE YEAR
HYERIM KAPLAN
As a senior instructional designer in sales
training and support, Hyerim is described as
a warm and patient mentor who provides
feedback without judgment. By sharing
her experiences from the past 15 years
with DISH, she provides open guidance and
inspiration to her team.

Dave Scott
Mike Danley
Robb Origer

